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Highlights: 
 The Dollar was weaker, down 0.53 at 3:00 pm CDT, trading at 79.87. Crude oil was up 

$1.63 a barrel at $99.95 a barrel. Gold was up $13.50 an ounce at $1,677.50. 
 Weather forecasts have precipitation finishing up in Argentina within a day and then dry 

forecasts out through the 6-10 day for the main growing areas. 

 
Corn Recap: 
 Corn traded higher after sagging to near unchanged during the session.   
 Poet and Dutch company DSM have started a joint venture to make ethanol out of corn 

stalks and cobs.  They believe they can be profitable in 2014, their expected first year of 
operations. 

 Grain inspections for corn were 35.2 mb vs 30.0 mb last week, and 26.9 mb last year. 
 Funds were net buyers of an estimated 11,000 contracts of corn. 

  

Soybean Recap: 
 Soybeans rallied sharply as rains over the weekend were viewed as disappointing.  

Forecasts going forward look dry for Argentina through ten days.  Rains in Brazil are still 
gumming up early harvest and continuing to push basis here in the US. 

 Soybean inspections were 35.7 mb vs 41.0 mb last week, and 43.9 mb last year. 
 Funds were net buyers of an estimated 7,000 contracts of soybeans, 2,000 contracts of 

meal and 3,000 contracts of soybean oil.  
 

Wheat Recap:        

 Wheat traded mostly in line with corn.  Chicago showed some relative strength from the size 
of the short position. 

 Wheat inspections were 17.1 mb vs 13.4 mb last week, and 25 mb last year. 
 Funds were net buyers of an estimated 3,000 contracts of Chicago wheat. 
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Closes MAR MAY JUL AUG SEP NOV DEC JAN 

Corn   6.20 6.25 ¾ 6.29 ¾ --- 5.80 ¼ --- 5.56 ¼ --- 

Soybeans 12.17 ½ 12.25 ½ 12.34 ¼ 12.30 12.17 ½ 12.07 ½ --- 12.14 ¼ 

Soymeal 321.00 322.80 324.90 323.80 321.70 --- 315.10 316.50 

Soybean Oil 51.42 51.85 52.26 52.35 52.43 --- 52.53 52.68 

Wheat  6.19 ¾ 6.37 ¾ 6.54 ¼ --- 6.72 ¾ --- 6.92 ¼ --- 

KC wheat 6.73 ½ 6.83 6.92 ¼ --- 7.06 --- 7.25 ½ --- 

MPLS wheat 8.03 ¼ 7.86 7.78 ½ ---- 7.58 --- 7.62 --- 

         

 
Front Month 

Spread 
Change % Full Carry Basis 

Corn          -5.75 -0.50 55% CIF:  68      up 3 

Soybeans  -8.00 +0.50 63% CIF:  75/78 up 3 / up 4      

SRW          -18.00 Unch 48% CIF: 61/68  up 1 

HRW         -9.50 -0.75 62% CIF: 107 / 112    unch 

MWheat     17.25 Unch Inverse 13.0 pro:   120 
   14.0 pro:   150/120  dn 5 / dn 20 

***negative numbers represent carries***   15.0 pro:   170/250  up 5 
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